(1.2) #*({) = fc! E (-l)m(2£)*-27m! (fc -2m)! \Lna{x)} thus defined forms an orthogonal set in [0, » ) with respect to the weight function e~xx"; Hk(£) are similarly orthogonal in ( -», + oo ) with respect to e~£ .
Many physicists, notably Condon and Shortley [3] , employ (1.3) Lna(x) = re! ( j iPj( -re + a; a + 1; x) = a polynomial of degree n -a, while many others, e.g., Morse and Feshbach [8] have
(1.4) Ln"(x) = (" + «)! (n + a) iFi{-n; a + 1; x).
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ZEROS AND WEIGHTS OF ASSOCIATED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS
Gaussian quadratures are superior in the sense that J = / for f(x) being an arbitrary polynomial of degree 2re -1, and in any case J -> I for re -> «>. In contrast, the re-point Newton-Cotes formula is exact only if f(x) is a polynomial of degree re, and may fail to converge as re -> oo.
We may then consider the approximation, The single-precision STRETCH floating-point word has a 12-bit signed exponent, a 48-bit numerical fraction, and a 4-bit "sign-byte" which carries the sign of the fraction and three data-flag bits. The double-precision floating-point word doubles the length of the numerical fraction to 96 bits, corresponding roughly to 29 decimal digits. The double-precision answers, correctly rounded to 25 decimal digits, were written on a magnetic tape. The latter is then printed off-line. The entire computation including writing on magnetic tape took about 4 minutes.
The tables presented in this article form only a portion of our results. The full text is published as an IBM Technical Report.* It should be pointed out that for Lna(x), Conçus et al. [2] Their results in as much as they overlap ours have been checked by us, and small errors have been found in the last two papers. The corrections appearf in the table errata section of Mathematics of Computation.
5.1. Method. The heart of the computation consists of the evaluation of zeros for Ln"(x) ; all the rest are easily derivable from these values.
As Lna(x) satisfies the second order differential equation, This scheme turned out to be inadequate for a > 0.5. The previous results are then used in a Lagrangian extrapolation, using a as independent variable. The number of points varied from 2 to 4, dependent upon the nearness to a = -0.5.
For given a, re and i ^ 5, a 5-point Lagrangian extrapolation formula was used, this time with i being the independent variable.
The convenience and accuracy of the systematic use of Lagrangian extrapolation process for zero guessing for an entire class of polynomials cannot be overestimated. For an re-point formula, we have simply, and in all cases tried, these guesses for zeros are so accurate that "over-shooting" to a neighboring zero never occurred in our computation. 5.3. Computation of Zeros and Gaussian Weights of Lna{x). Within the same polynomial Ln"(x), the coefficients vary from about 1 to (1/re!), and the inaccuracy in their machine representation leads to serious loss of digits during evaluation of Lna{x) near each zero [9] . To reduce the error we evaluate directly the ratio Lna(x)/Lna (x) as a continued fraction using the following relations, (n -1 + a) (re -1) (re -2 + a) (re -2) 2n + a -3 -x -2n -\-a -5-xThis evaluation technique is quite unaffected by round-off error. Although the computer employed has a relatively slow division time (11 ¿isec vs a multiplication time of 2.7 ¿usec), the continued fraction approach postponed the use of doubleprecision arithmetic, and for final results of 25 significant decimal digits eliminated completely the need for triple-precision numbers.
